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How difficult it is, even for a theosophical journal, 
like “The Theosophist,” to satisfy the diverse creeds 
and beliefs of its readers. 

First published in The Theosophist, Vol. III, No. 7, Supplement to April, 1882, p. 5. Republished in 

Blavatsky Collected Writings, (MILK FOR BABES AND STRONG MEAT FOR MEN)
1
 IV pp. 88-91. Frontis-

piece by Lady Yana Dhyana. 

UR JOURNAL — we say so with a just pride — is the only one in the whole 

world, which offers such [90] opportunities to the adherents of every religion 

and philosophical system, or even ideas. 

When the great poet and writer, Coleridge, tried to establish his Watchman — a peri-

odical in prose and verse, intended to advocate liberal opinions — owing partly to its 

too learned and philosophical contents, and partly to the fact that its views were not 

those which its supporters had expected, The Watchman was dropped at the tenth 

number. Without presuming to compare, in any way, our humble work and ability to 

those of the most versatile genius of England, we may yet remark that, luckier than 

the poet, inasmuch as we had not yet to drop our publication, nevertheless we are 

very often threatened to lose subscribers on the ground that the journal is too pro-

found for them to understand, and its matter too abstruse for the general reader. The 

objection is an unreasonable one, since for one metaphysical article there are ten, 

which are quite understandable by any one of general knowledge, and we often pub-

lish papers, which, as far even as nonspecialists are concerned, are likely to awaken 

their interest, if not to entirely meet [89] their approbation. Thus, since the first ap-

pearance of The Theosophist, we had to labour under a variety of difficulties in order 

to please all our readers. 

 Some wanted it less philosophical; 

 Others clamoured for more metaphysics; 

 Many took exception to the spiritualistic or phenomenal element in it; 

                                            
1
 [Cf. Hebrews v, 12-14, KJV: 

For when for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need that one teach you again which be the first 
principles of the oracles of God; and are become such as have need of milk, and not of strong meat. 

For every one that useth milk is unskilful in the word of righteousness: for he is a babe. 

But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even those who by reason of use have their sens-
es exercised to discern both good and evil.] 

O 
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 While still more complained of being unable to come to a definite conclusion in 

regard to the “beliefs” and “creed of the Theosophical Society,” whose organ it 

was. 

All this is, as it should be; the various complaints being a perfect test that our jour-

nal has hitherto carried out faithfully its original programme: namely, an impartial 

hearing to all; no dogmatism or sectarianism; but a constant and patient work of in-

vestigation into, and comparing notes with all and every claim, which is held in 

common by either small or large bodies of our fellowmen. That these claims, once 

laid down, were not always followed by adequate explanations, and sometimes failed 

entirely in giving their raison d’être, is no fault of ours, and no one could reasonably 

take us to task for it. It certainly is not our province — even though we do defend the 

right of every man to hold to his particular view or views — to explain, least of all to 

support the views so expressed. 

In the first place, it would necessitate a universal knowledge of things — an 

omniscience we were never so foolish and conceited as to lay claim to; 

And secondly, even admitting the capability of the editor, in a few cases, to ex-

press her opinion thereon, the explanation would prove worthless, since pass-

ing but through one side of the lens of our personal opinion — it would natural-

ly modify the whole aspect of the thing. 

Having first of all to satisfy the “thousand and one” creeds, beliefs and views of the 

members of the Society, who belong to the greatest variety of creeds, beliefs and 

views, The Theosophist has to make, as far as it can, room for all, and having done 

so, to remain as impartial as possible under the circumstances. So narrow-minded 

and bigoted is the majority of the public that the person, liberal enough to afford to 

his brother and fellowman the opportunity he loudly exacts for himself, is a rara avis 

indeed. Our Journal — we say so with a just pride — is the only one in the whole 

world, which offers such [90] opportunities to the adherents of every religion and 

philosophical system, or even ideas. It is for them to make the best of the chance so 

offered, and we can do no more. 
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The motto of the sons of Loyola that “the end justifies the means” 

has been adopted by the Protestant missionaries. 

We draw the attention of our members to a new publication just out — a small pam-

phlet reprinted from the Missionary Dnyānodaya, and headed Review of a Report of 

the Public Anniversary of the Theosophical Society held in Bombay on January 12th, 

1882. That our friends, the padris, are anxious to spread this newly published mis-

representation of what was said during the Public Anniversary, is evident, since eve-

ryone is invited to get copies of this pamphlet on application to the Anglo-Vernacular 

Press in Bombay. We join our voice to that of our well-wishers; we cordially advise 

everyone who reads The Theosophist, and the Subodha Patrika,
1
 to secure a copy of 

the precious pamphlet, as therein he will find once more how unreliable, cunning and 

shameless are some missionary organs, and their supporters. One of them, the Sat-

thiavartamans starts a falsehood in October or so. It is to the effect that, when the 

cocoanut was planted by our President in the Sivite temple at Tinnevelly, “a few days 

after, when the native community began to take in the situation, the cocoanut had to 

be pulled up, and the temple had to be purified of Theosophy and Colonel Olcott” — a 

lie from first to last. The statement was contradicted, disproved, and shown what it 

was — a gratuitous calumny — on December 4th in The Theosophist and yet, two 

months later, the editor of Dnyānodaya not only republishes and gives it a wide cir-

culation, but actually enquires in it with a superb contempt for truthfulness, how it 

is that the President of our Society did not mention the fact, in his Lecture of Janu-

ary 12th! “He must have known the final act in that comedy, and it strikes us as ex-

ceedingly disingenuous that he should have spoken only of the first act and not of 

the finale” — the pamphlet remarks. How this observation will strike every honest 

reader — whether Christian or heathen — acquainted with the affair, need not be en-

larged upon here. An epithet ready to characterize such a policy, will not fail [91] to 

escape the reader’s lips as soon as he reads the above Jesuitical observation. 

Again, the writer of the pamphlet catching at a straw, would make his readers believe 

that the Society, or rather “Theosophy,” is trying to make real the doctrine of the Fa-

therhood of God (!!), the “sum of the religious opinion of the Society,” and is, there-

fore, “but what Christianity itself teaches.” Needless to say that the “Society,” as a 

body, neither teaches, nor “tries to make real” anything of the kind. This expression, 

moreover, found no utterance during the meeting of the 12th of January; and neither 

Colonel Olcott, nor Mr. Mirza, having ever announced anything of the sort, it falls to 

the ground and discovers in itself another untruth. Nor is the substance of what Mr. 

Mirza said on that day in Framjee Hall, to be understood to mean “Anything — true 

or false — anything but Christianity.” Speaking for the Mohammedan section of our 

Society, not for the whole Body, what he said was: 

We decline to admit the second god which the Christians would force on us . . . 

We refuse to accept the Demiurge Jehovah, the tribal deity of an obscure 

Shemite tribe, in preference to the Mohammedan “Allah,” the Primeval Deity. 

. . . We refuse to accept semidarkness instead of such light, perfect or imperfect, 

as we may severally have . . . 

                                            
1
 See December 4th, 1881 
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We invite the readers of the Dnyānodaya pamphlet to read also the pamphlet (now 

being distributed gratis to the amount of 5,000 copies by our Bombay Society), “The 

Whole Truth about the Theosophical Society and its Founders,” and the Report of the 

Society with Mr. Mirza’s speech in it — and compare. Such a deliberate misstatement 

of facts and the assumption of that which is known to be false, by the writer, is ut-

terly contemptible. The motto of the sons of Loyola to the effect that “the end justifies 

the means” has become that of the Protestant missionaries; and they have no more 

the right to thrust it into the teeth of the Jesuits. Applying to the truth and facts of 

the Dnyānodaya and other padris, the words which concluded Mr. Mirza’s speech in 

reference to Christianity, we now say: “We will not have them back torn, twisted, and 

defiled. Take them away!” 
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Suggested reading for students. 

 

From our Theosophy and Theosophists Series. 

 A DEBT OF GRATITUDE TO LORD LYTTON 

 A LAY CHELA ON OCCULT STUDY 

 A LAY CHELA ON THE SECRET DOCTRINE 

 A THEOSOPHICAL LOVE FEAST IN FRANCE 

 ALETHEIA IS OUR GOD AND DOGMA 

 ANCIENT ETHICAL WORSHIPS 

 ARCHAIC THEOSOPHY IS PRE-BUDDHIST WISDOM-RELIGION 

 BLAVATSKY DEFENDS BLAVATSKY 

 BLAVATSKY DEFENDS THE KEY TO THEOSOPHY 

 BLAVATSKY ON ANNA KINGSFORD 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SOUL AND SPIRIT 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE ORIGIN AND SOURCE OF THE SECRET DOCTRINE 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE THEOSOPHY OF DR. N.I. PIROGOV 

 BLAVATSKY REFUTES ARGUMENTS AGAINST THEOSOPHY 

 BLAVATSKY REFUTES THE ASSERTIONS OF A FRENCH THEOSOPHIST 

 BLAVATSKY'S OPEN LETTER TO FELLOW THEOSOPHISTS 

 BUCK ON THE NATURE AND AIM OF THEOSOPHY 

 COLD METAPHYSICS VERSUS DIVINE WISDOM 

 CONDUCT AND DUTIES OF A TRUE THEOSOPHIST 

 CORY'S ANCIENT FRAGMENTS (1832) 

 COSMOPOLITANISM IS FAR HOLIER AND NOBLER THAN GRASPING GREEDINESS 

CLOAKED IN PATRIOTISM 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON CHARLES JOHNSTON 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON EDWARD DOUGLAS FAWCETT 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON FRANZ HARTMANN 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON GERALD MASSEY 
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 DE ZIRKOFF ON HP BLAVATSKY COLLECTED WRITINGS 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON SUBBA ROW 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THE COUNTESS OF CAITHNESS 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THE DREAM THAT NEVER DIES 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THE SECRET DOCTRINE 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THE SIBYLLINE ORACLES 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THE THIRD VOLUME OF THE SECRET DOCTRINE 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON THREE EMINENT THEOSOPHISTS 

 DE ZIRKOFF ON WILHELM HÜBBE-SCHLEIDEN 

 DE ZIRKOFF RECALLS HIS FORMATIVE YEARS IN RUSSIA 

 EASTERN LIGHT SHINES ON WESTERN MINDS 

 EASTERN THEOSOPHY IS NEITHER A CREED, NOR A RELIGIOUS BODY 

 ESSENTIAL THEOSOPHICAL DOCTRINES 

 HARTMANN ON HOW TO ENTER THE PATH TO INFINITE LIFE 

 HARTMANN ON THE HARMONICAL SOCIETY 

 HOW THEOSOPHY REKINDLED TRUE BROTHERHOOD IN INDIA 

 HUMANITY SEEMS TO PROGRESS BY INVENTING ONE DISCOVERY AFTER THE OTHER 

 IMPORT AND POTENCY OF NUMBERS AS SYMBOLS 

 IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE THEOSOPHICAL MOVEMENT 

 ISIS UNVEILED IS THE MAJESTY OF TRUTH UNVEILED 

 JUDGE AND DE ZIRKOFF ON GEORGE MEAD 

 JUDGE ON THE HEART DOCTRINE 

 JUDGE ON THE THEOSOPHICAL MOVEMENT 

 JUDGE ON THE TRUE THEOSOPHIST'S PATH 

 JUDGE ON THEOSOPHICAL STUDY AND WORK 

 KEYS TO THE MYSTERY LANGUAGE 

 LET THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY PERISH, THAN FORSAKE THE CAUSE OF TRUTH 

 MYSTERY IS NOT UNREVEALED KNOWLEDGE 

 OCCULT TRUTH IS NATURE WITHOUT THE ILLUSORY VEIL OF THE SENSES 

 OUR GOD IS HUMANITY AND OUR CULT THE LOVE OF OUR FELLOW-MAN 

 OUR ONLY DELIVERER AND SAVIOUR 

 PLEDGED STUDENTS' PRESCRIBED GUIDE FOR CONDUCT 

 PREREQUISITES TO MEMBERSHIP OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY 
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 SPURNED THE SUBSTANCE AND CLUTCHED THE SHADOW 

 STUDENTS HAVE A CHOICE OF TWO PATHS 

 SUBBA ROW DEFENDS ESOTERIC BUDDHISM 

 SUBBA ROW'S ESOTERIC WRITINGS (1895) 

 THAT WHICH IS FALSE CAN ONLY BE KNOWN BY TRUTH 

 THE AIMS AND MISSION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY FULFILLED 

 THE BRETHREN OF THE ROSY CROSS NO LONGER EXIST 

 THE CHALDEAN ORACLES OF ZOROASTER 

 THE CROWN JEWELS OF THEOSOPHY (PHOTO ALBUM) 

 THE POWER OF THE TRINITY OF KOSMOS MANIFESTS THROUGH 

THE FOUR PRINCIPLES OF MAN 

 THE REVIVAL OF EASTERN OCCULT PHILOSOPHY 

 THE SUN OF TRUTH FEARS NO LIGHT AND NEEDS NO LIES 

 THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IS NOT A NURSERY FOR BUDDING ADEPTS 

 THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ARCANE TERMS 

 THEOSOPHIA - FOUNTAIN, PERSPECTIVES, PRACTICE (DRAWING) 

 THEOSOPHIA: INNER WISDOM 

 THEOSOPHICAL MOVEMENT, THE GREAT MORAL BUT SILENT FORCE 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - ESOTERIC SECTION (LETTERHEAD) 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - MISSION AND FUTURE 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - MONOGRAM 1 (LOGOTYPE) 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - MONOGRAM 2 (LOGOTYPE) 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - OBJECTS AND EARLY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - SEAL 1 (LOGOTYPE) 

 THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - SEAL 2 (LOGOTYPE) 

 THEOSOPHICAL SYMBOLS (TRUE TYPE FONT) 

 THEOSOPHIST IS WHO THEOSOPHY DOES 

 THEOSOPHISTS DEFINED ATTITUDINALLY, ETHICALLY, PHILOSOPHICALLY (DRAWING) 

 THEOSOPHY AND THEOSOPHISTS 

 THEOSOPHY BRINGS THE WISDOM OF LOVE BEFORE THE EYE OF THE SOUL 

 THEOSOPHY IS DEEPER MONISM THAN SECULARISM, AND MORE PHILOSOPHICAL 

 THEOSOPHY IS RELIGION ITSELF AND SUBLIME CODE OF ETHICS 

 THEOSOPHY IS THE SCIENCE OF TRUTH AND THE RELIGION OF JUSTICE 

 TRIBUTES TO WILLIAM QUAN JUDGE 
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 TRUE THEOSOPHISTS ARE ALWAYS UNDER THE MASTER'S EYE 

 TRUTH IS ALWAYS MIXED WITH ERROR AND HINDERED BY TECHNOLOGICAL 

KNOWLEDGE 

 TWO JOURNALS DEVOTED TO THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN 

 VERNAL BLOOMS BY WILLIAM QUAN JUDGE 

 VISTAS OF VIRTUE AND TRUTH 

 WADIA'S RESIGNATION FROM THE TS 

 WHAT SORT OF MAN THE REAL PHILOSOPHER SHOULD BE? 

 WHEN PURE LOVE IS PERVERTED, HUMANITY QUIVERS 

 WHO CAN MEND THE BROKEN SOCIETY? 

 WHO CAN READ THE RIDDLE OF THE SERPENT? 

 WHO SHOULD BE INVITED TO THEOSOPHICAL MEETINGS? 

 WHY A BRAHMIN ABANDONED HIS CASTE 

 WHY PAGAN SYMBOLISM IS INDESTRUCTIBLE? 

 WILDER ON THE WISDOM RELIGION OF ZOROASTER 
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